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Programme 5
8 February                                                                     Janice Johnston

Two weeks ago, the story was about Joseph and his dreams, and this week we look at dreams in more detail 
� good ones, bad ones, funny ones, day dreams and daft ones.  Why do we dream anyway?  What is going 
on in our heads while we sleep?

Poem

  Dream Machine

  I have this bedtime dream machine.
  It stands upon my shelf.
  No one else can work it,
  Only just myself.

  It doesn�t have a battery
  Nor plugs into the mains.
  It�s powered-up by my ideas,
  And brain-waves from my brains.

  I just think about some lovely things,
  Like Mum, our family cat,
  Holidays and Christmas,
  All super things like that.

  I set the dial to what I like,
  Then wait to hear it �Beep�
  When I see the green light glow
  I curl up and go to sleep.

    By David Whitehead

Story

Why on earth was there a giraffe in Mrs Wilkenshaw�s garden, hanging out a yellow ballerina�s dress 
� giraffe size � on the washing line?

After the programme

words for discussion:- bulldozer; a daydream; a nightmare; a dream catcher.

-   Many of the class should be able to relate a dream they have had, good, bad, scary or funny.
-   Talk about �day dreams�.
-   If, like Finlay in the story, the children were able to �think� themselves into someone else, 
    who would they choose?
-   Make dreamcatchers � with a �web� to catch bad dreams, and a hole in the middle for the 
    dreams to slip through.
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-   Read the Dream Machine poem again � what �lovely things� would the children choose to 
    put in the machine to dream about?
-   What would it be like to ß y, like Finlay in the story?  Talk about things like clouds, birds
     wind.  Where would the children like to ß y?
-   Do any of the children have trouble getting up in the morning?  What happens?  (Would 
    they mind being sent to school in their pyjamas?)
-   Talk about Libby and Michael�s description of one reason why we dream.

�Your mind is a bit like a cluttered toy box at the end of the day.  Everything is scattered all over and you 
can�t Þ nd anything. It�s best if you take the time to tidy up and organise the toys every night.  It�s the same 
with your mind.  When you�re sleeping, your brain has a big tidy up and gets everything into order.�

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should engage in talking and listening for a variety of

purposes including: taking part in conversations and discussions; telling stories 
and talking about events; expressing thoughts, feelings and opinions.

Writing:   Pupils should have opportunities to write for a variety of
    purposes including: their own amusement and enjoyment and to
    express their thoughts, feelings and imaginings.
Art and Design  
Materials, Tools and
Processes:     Pupils should have opportunities to: make three dimensional
    structures by assembling, arranging and joining a variety of

    materials. 

Cross-Curricular Links
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